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Abstract An estimation procedure for calculating the one-year probabilities of dying
from five year ones given in an abridged life table will be proposed in the study. The
expansion technique used in the study is the Heligman-Pollard model. The evaluation
of this technique and several other techniques for expanding an abridged life table
will be explained in this paper. Since the model involves nonlinear equations that
are explicitly difficult to solve, the Matrix Laboratory Version 7.0 (MATLAB 7.0)
software will be used in the study. A nonlinear least squares algorithm with the
capability of approximating numerically all derivatives was used in order to estimate
the parameters of the model. This algorithm is based upon a modification of the Gauss
Newton iteration procedure, known as Levenberg-Marquardt iteration procedure. The
empirical data sets of Malaysia population for the period of 1991-2000 and for both
genders will be considered.
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1 Introduction

A life table is a statistical device used by actuaries, demographers, public health employees
and many others to present the mortality experience of a population. It is also referred
to as the mortality table. The abridged life tables are more often used, in which each age
is presented in groups, which are 0-1, 1-5, 5-10, 10-15 and so on. The use of abridged life
tables has expanded because mortality data are usually available and sufficiently accurate
in the form of rates for 5-year age groups and not for each individual age. The main
reason for providing data in an abridged form is related to the phenomenon of age heaping
caused by age misstatements in data registration. Another reason is of the incomplete and
unstable documentation of vital statistics and therefore the quality of the data may not
permit computation of a complete life table. Thus, it often happens that only an abridged
life table is available when a complete life table is needed. Hence it is important to construct
a complete life table given the abridged one.

Several methods have been suggested in the literature to construct a complete life table
given the abridged life table. The methods that have been extensively used are interpolation
formula as in King [9] and Beers [1]. However, an interpolation method that is still being
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used is the six-point Lagrangian interpolation formula by Elandt-Johnson [5] which is ap-
plied to the l(x) values in an abridged life table. This formula expresses each non-tabulated
value of l(x) as a linear combination of six particular polynomials in x, each of degree five.
The formula is given as

l(x) =
6∑

i=1

∏
j 6=i

(x− xj)
∏
j 6=i

(xi − xj)
l(xi)

where x1, x2, x3, x4, x5andx6 are the tabular ages nearest to x. This method provides good
approximations for adult mortality but it is less accurate for the early childhood ages.
However the application of Lagrangian formula is limited to the ages less than 75 years
while literature proposes other complementary methods for the ages greater than 75 years
old.

Valaoras [15] was developed an alternative procedure for breaking abridged life tables
into one year age groups. He used this procedure to produce the official complete life table
for the Greek male and female populations. This method is based on the five years mortality
rates expressed as

5mx = 5dx

5Mx

where 5dx is the number of deaths in the age interval [x, x + 5) and 5Mx is the mean
population in the age interval [x, x + 5).

Then, the one year probabilities of dying q7, q12, q17, ... are calculated by the use of the
approximate formula as

qx+2 =
2× 5mx

2 + 5mx

Thus, to estimate the complete set of qx values for x ≥ 5, the formula that will be used is
given by

qx

Kx
= a + bx + cx2 + dx3

By using the values of q7, q12, q17, ..., the parameters K, a, b, c and d will be estimated using
least squares technique. For detail refer to Valaoras [15]. However, this method is not
adequate for approximating early childhood mortality, which is for x < 5 and for earlier
adult ages, where 18 < x < 40.

A recent attempt to represent mortality over the course of the entire life span using a
single analytical expression has been made in Australia by Heligman and Pollard [7]. Several
applications of Heligman and Pollard model on a wide variety of mortality experiences
have been used in United State of America by Mode and Busby [14] and in Sweden by
Hartmann [6]. Hartmann [6] concluded that Heligman and Pollard model is the best existing
demographic model of mortality at all ages and is an efficient means of generating life tables
model, for example for use of population projection. The Heligman and Pollard model also
was discussed by Kostaki [10]. He concluded that this model provides quite a satisfactory
representation of the age pattern of mortality. He also concluded that this model provides a
new way to expand a life table through direct estimation of the complete set of probabilities
of dying, qx, having the abridged nqx values as the starting point.
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2 Method of Expanding an Abridged Life Table to a Complete Life
Table

As mentioned above, the best existing model of mortality at all ages and an efficient mean
of generating life table model is the model proposed by Heligman and Pollard [7]. The
mathematical function of Heligman and Pollard model is given by

qx

px
= A(x+B)C

+ D ∗ exp
(
−E

(
ln

( x

F

))2
)

+ GHx (1)

where qx is the probability that an individual who has reached age x will die before reaching
age x + 1 while px = 1 − qx and A,B,C, D, E, F,G, H are the positive parameters to be
estimated.

The model contains three terms, each representing a distinct component of mortality.
The first term is a rapidly decreasing exponential function and reflects the fall in mortality at
the infant and early childhood ages, which are at ages less then 10 years. This component
of mortality has three parameters: A, which is nearly equal to q1, measures the level of
mortality. C measures the rates of mortality decline in childhood (the higher the value of
C, the faster the mortality decreases with an increasing age), while B is an age displacement
to account for infant mortality (when B = 0, q0 = 0.5 for any values of A and C).

The second term is a function similar to the lognormal density and reflects the middle life
mortality. It reflects the accident mortality for males and accident plus maternal mortality
for the females, often referred to in the demographic literature as the accident “hump”. The
accident term has three parameters: F indicating the location, E representing the spread
and D the severity. And finally, the last term is a Gompertz exponential function which
reflects the rise in mortality at the adult ages, which is ages greater than 40 years old.

In order to expand an abridged life table to a complete life table, the parameters of the
Heligman and Pollard model need to be estimated. Letting Q(x, c) to denote the right hand
side of (1), it is reasonable to expect that the parameters can be estimated by minimizing
the sum of squares

∑
x

(
q̂x

p̂x
−Q(x, c)

)2

with respect to c = (A,B,C, D,E, F, G, H) . Hartmann [6] explained that this procedure
cannot be used because it will give a negative estimate of B, which is not permitted.
Therefore, it is important to follow the procedure given by Heligman and Pollard [7] in order
to estimate these parameters. Since the purpose of the study is to analyse the mortality
rates for person aged 10 years and above, the first term of Heligman and Pollard model is
negligible. Therefore, (1) can be simplified and becomes

qx

px
= D ∗ exp

(
−E

(
ln

( x

F

))2
)

+ GHx. (2)

From Equation (2), it is clear that we only need to estimate five parameters of Heligman
and Pollard model, which are D, E, F,G and H.

In order to estimate these parameters, we start by collecting the abridged nqx values
which were given in the abridged life tables for the Malaysian population. In the study,
the abridged life tables for the Malaysian population in year 1991 until year 2000 for both
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males and females were be collected. Then these values will be fitted to (2). The fit is
judged on the basis of the sum of the squared differences or ‘residuals’ between the input
data points and the function values, evaluated at the same places. Thus, fit is used to
find a set of parameters that ’best’ fits the data to user-defined function. A parameter is
a user-defined variable that fit will adjust, which is an unknown quantity in the function
declaration. However, the sum of squares to be minimized in the study was given by

S2 =
∑

x

(
nq̂x

nqx
− 1

)2

(3)

Often the function to be fitted will be based on a model or theory that attempts to describe
or predict the behaviour of the data. Then ‘fit’ can be used to find values for the free
parameters of the model, to determine how well the data fits the model, and to estimate a
standard error for each parameter. In the study, the function to be fitted will be based on
a Heligman and Pollard model.

Let us use F (x; c) to denote the right hand side of (2) and our model will become

qx

px
= F (x; c).

Then, for the one year odds of dying, we obtain

qx =
F (x; c)

1 + F (x; c)
.

From the relation of

nqx = 1−
n−1∏

i=0

(1− qx+i) ,

the model for the death probabilities in the abridged life table becomes

nq̂x = 1−
n−1∏

i=0

(
1− F (x + i; c)

1 + F (x + i; c)

)
.

Since this minimization problem involves nonlinear equations that are difficult to solve
explicitly, the Matrix Laboratory Version 7.0 (MATLAB 7.0) software will be used in the
study. A nonlinear least squares algorithm with the capability of approximating numerically
all derivatives was used in order to estimate the parameters of (2). The nonlinear least
squares problem is to find a vector of parameter values to minimize the sum of squares,
S2(3). However, in the study the Levenberg-Marquardt iteration procedure will be used
to get the estimated values of these parameters (Levenberg [11] and Marquardt [13]) by
using a damped Gauss-Newton iteration procedure. The Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm
provides a numerical solution to the mathematical problem of minimizing a sum of squares
of several, generally nonlinear functions that depend on a common set of parameters. Like
other numeric minimization algorithms, the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm is an iterative
procedure. The Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm interpolates between the Gauss-Newton
algorithm and the method of gradient descent. The Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm is more
robust than the Gauss-Newton algorithm since in many cases it finds a solution even if it
starts very far off the global minimum.
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The Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm selects the parameter values for the next iteration.
The process continues until a preset criterion is met, either (i) the fit has “converged” or (ii)
it reaches a preset iteration count limit. The algorithm of the method is presented below,
where f is the minimized sum of squares function, J is the Jacobian matrix and τ is chosen
by user. This algorithm is not very sensitive to the choice of τ, but as a rule of thumb, one
should use a small value, for example τ = 10−6.

begin
iter := 0; v := 5; x := xo; A := JTJ ; g := JTf
found := (‖g‖∞ ≤ ε1) ; λ := τ ∗max {aii}
while(notfound)and(iter < itermax)
iter := iter + 1; Solve (A + λI) hlm = −g
if ‖hlm‖ ≤ ε2 (‖x‖+ ε2)
found := true
else
xnew := x + hlm; δ := (F (x)− F (xnew)) / (L(0)− L(hlm))
ifδ > 0
x := xnew; A := JTJ ; g = JTf
found := (‖g‖∞ ≤ ε1)
λ := λ ∗max

{
1/3, 1− (2δ − 1)3

}
; v := 5

else
λ := λ ∗ v; v := 5 ∗ v;
end

Then by refering to the algorithm above, the program for this algorithm will be formulated
by using the MATLAB 7.0 software. Result of estimated parameters in Heligman-Pollard
model in year 1991 until year 2000 for both males and females will be discussed in the
next section. By inserting these estimated values of the parameters into (2), the one year
probabilities of dying is represented by the mortality rates at age x, that is qx can be
calculated.

3 Results and Discussion

Tables 1 and 2 give results of estimated parameters in Heligman-Pollard model for period
1991 to 2000 for males and females, respectively.

From tables above, we found that estimated parameters D, E, and F are around 0.001, 9
and 21 respectively for males and estimated parameters D, E, and F are around 0.0004, 3
and 19 respectively for females. And we also found that estimated parameter G for males
is around 0.0001 and females have consistently declined. Also we see that the values of G
were higher for males than for females over a period of study. The Gompertz parameter H
is almost constant (about 1.1) over the period of study.

Then by inserting these parameters into (2), the mortality rates at age x can be calcu-
lated. Based on our results, we drew graphs for mortality rates at age x(qx) against age
(x) for both males and females in year 1991 until year 2000 using Microsoft Excel 97. Both
graphs are displayed and discussed below. At present it is a common practice to plot graphs
of log qx against x, but at higher ages these give a curve, which is not very informative.
However, when a simple Heligman and Pollard law holds, a graph of log (qx/px) for ages
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Table 1: Result of Estimated Parameters in Heligman-Pollard Model for Period 1991 to
2000 for Males

Table 2: Result of Estimated Parameters in Heligman-Pollard Model for Period 1991 to
2000 for Females
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40 and above will be a straight line. Therefore, in order to check if our results follow the
Heligman and Pollard law, we drew graphs of log (qx/px) against x for both males and
females aged 40 and above in year 1991 to 2000 using Microsoft Excel 97. Both graphs are
presented and discussed below.

Figure 1: Graph Log (qx/px) Against Age (x) for Males Aged 40 and Above in Year 1991
to 2000

Figure 2: Graph Log (qx/px) Against Age (x) for Females Aged 40 and Above in Year 1991
to 2000

From Figure 1 and Figure 2, we can see clearly that both graphs are straight lines.
Therefore, we can conclude that our results follow the Heligman and Pollard law.

Generally, mortality is not something that changes very drastically over a short period
of time and thus one set of mortality rates is sufficient for the analysis and computations in
the study. In order to get the one set of mortality rates, we fit the model to the data, which
is qx in 1991 to 2000 using nonlinear regression to determine the best estimated values of
parameters D, E, F,G and H use SPLUS software. By using this software, we obtained
the equations for fitted nonlinear regression equation for males and females, respectively as
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follows:
qx

px
= 0.00137235× exp(−8.94483× (ln(x/20.9846))∧2) + (0.0000879068× (1.09331∧x))

and
qx

px
= 0.000385398× exp(−2.98580× (ln(x/19.0065))∧2) + (0.0000236727× (1.10954∧x))

Based on the results of the mortality rates at age x for both males and females obtained
above, we drew graphs of mortality rate against age for both males and females using
Microsoft Excel 97. To make comparison, we drew graphs of mortality rate against age for
both genders at difference ages. The graph is presented in Figures 3, 4 and 5, and discussed
below.

Figure 3: Graph Mortality Rate Against Age for Males and Females at Aged 10 to 40

Figure 4: Graph Mortality Rate Against Age for Males and Females at Aged 40 to 70
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Figure 5: Graph Mortality Rate Against Age for Males and Females at Aged 70 to 100

As can be seen from these figures, we found that the graphs for Females exhibit lighter
mortality at ages 10 to 87 compared to that for Males. We also can see clearly that
the mortality rates increase with age and it is widely accepted. Additionally, the rate
of mortality increases almost exponentially with age for adult as mentioned by Horiuchi
and Wilmoth (1998) and Brown (1997, 1988). However, from the study, (refer Figure 4
and Figure 5) we found that starting from age of 40 the mortality rates increase almost
exponentially with age. This is because this mortality rates follows the last term of the
Heligman-Pollard model, which is a Gompertz exponential function and reflects the rise in
mortality at the adult ages.

Most mortality studies clearly indicate that female mortality is significantly lower than
male mortality, and the difference may be increasing. From our analysis we see that the
mortality rates for females are different than that for males, and the difference is generally
increasing until it reaches its peak at the oldest age category. Basically, females have
experienced smaller mortality, even though their morbidity rate or sickness rate is higher
than that of males. Beside that, there is an accepted difference in life expectancy at birth
between the two sexes that favours females. In other words, the life expectancy among
population is increasing due to advances in medical knowledge and facilities. In addition,
when we compared the actual data (data on nqx) with the estimated nqx, we found that
there are no significant differences between them.

4 Conclusion

The objective of the study is to analyse the mortality rates for persons aged 10 years and
above for both males and females. In order to get the result, we need to expand the nqx

in an abridged life table to qx. Several methods have been suggested in the literature to
construct a complete life table given the abridged life table. Since found that there are no
significant differences between the actual data (data on nqx) and the estimated nqx, we can
conclude that the Heligman and Pollard model is the best existing demographic model of
mortality at all ages and is an efficient means of generating life tables model, for example
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for use of population projection. Also results have shown that the model provides quite a
satisfactory representation of the age pattern of mortality.
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